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increasingly formidable; and the ensuing volumes will unfold the effects of those
qualities.1
As to the Low Country war, to which, after the fall of Antwerp in 1585, Queen
Elizabeth's forces were sent,—not out of philanthropy but as a first line of defence
for England,—nobody doubts the vigour of King Philip's General, Alexander
Farnese, Prince and Duke of Parma. It is Lord Leicester whose doings have been
misapprehended, from the i7th to the aoth century Nor were they even at the
time always assessed correctly. When Thomas Morgan, Father Parsons, and Father
Ballard, in 1586, encouraged themselves and the Queen of Scots to hope that Parma
would surprise and invade England while Elizabeth's Army was abroad, they seem
not to have realised how this English Army was keeping Parma too busy to absent
himself from the Netherlands.
Far from Lord Burghley luxuriating in a delusive security, and wakening
tardily in 1588, he, Leicester, and Walsingham had long been conversant with King
Philip's ambitions, and with the hopes which many English Catholics were building
upon aid from Spain, How letters sent secretly to and from the Continent to the
Queen of Scots and intercepted were one of the chief official means of information,
and how every measure for her release was turned to her undoing, will be seen from
both sides in turn. But for a while the Prince of Parma will be oftener heard about
than encountered. It is in later volumes we shall meet him face to face, at his
capture of Sluys and parley with Sir Roger Williams; and will follow his doings
intermittently up to his death in 1592,, worn out by continuous toil in the service
of an exacting and not always grateful Monarch. In 1585^87 the immediate
purpose is to examine Leicester's dealings in the Netherlands while the Queen of
Scots was negotiating for deliverance by Spain.
Even as the Catholic Earls of Northumberland and Westmorland who relied
on Spain had been disappointed in 1569, so the Spanish alliance—very profitable to
Sir William Stanley who compounded with King Philip's emissary outside England,
—was to be fatal in 1586 to the conspirators at home.
A chief reason, at both times, why the invasion was postponed, was that Queen
Elizabeth's defenders were united and resolute. This organised determination lias
long been obscured in English Modern History; for we have all believed that
Elizabeth had no Army of any consequence; that Lord Burghley starved the Navy;
and that he and Leicester were heads of rival" factions." But a Hungarian visitor
to London in the year of the Spanish conquest of Terceira could exclaim that the
English enjoyed the delights of peace, and walked about "with breasts
unarmoured," because they were strong enough to face their adversaries whether at
home or abroad. Though Walsingham in a private memo soon afterwards
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